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Abstract 

   The cross-bleaching behaviour of automated 

Risø TL/OSL (DA-12, DA-15, DA-20) luminescence 

readers is investigated. By design, up to 24 or 48 

aliquots can be stored on a carousel in a single 

measurement chamber. Due to this construction, 

irradiation or illumination on one sample may affect 

the adjacent position resulting in systematic errors.  

   Previously reported for blue LEDs, such cross-talk 

(cross-bleaching/illumination) has never been 

quantified explicitly for the infrared (IR) LEDs, 

although they are intensively used in IRSL 

measurements of e.g. feldspar and polymineral 

samples. In IRSL measurements of feldspar or 

polymineral samples it is important to keep the time 

constant between the (midpoint of the) irradiation and 

the subsequent read out to avoid the malign effects of 

anomalous fading in laboratory constructed dose 

response curves. This may be achieved by running all 

measurements for equivalent dose estimation on a 

single sample before moving to a subsequent sample 

(e.g. by using the “run 1 at a time” option in the Risø 

sequence editor). However, if the measurement 

sequence is not designed carefully, then using this 

option may result in a significant depletion of the 

natural signal on subsequent samples. Here we 

investigate the size of this reduction due to cross-

bleaching from the IR diodes and quantify the cross-

bleaching for 10 different Risø TL/OSL readers 

produced between 1994 and 2011. We find that 

cross-bleaching from the IR diodes is worse than 

from the blue diodes. Using the “run 1 at the time” 

option can result in significant dose underestimation 

(1) if the sequence is not split into different sets, or 

(2) if samples are not placed on every 2
nd

 position.  In 

addition, a newly designed flange for the optical unit 

of the TL/OSL reader is presented which appears to 

reduce cross-bleaching significantly. 

 

Keywords: Cross-bleaching, IRSL, polymineral, 

feldspar, instrumentation, improved luminescence-

reader design 

 

Introduction 

   Dating of sediments using optically stimulated 

luminescence (OSL) was introduced in 1985 by 

Huntley et al. (1985) for quartz and using infrared 

stimulated luminescence (IRSL) for K-feldspar by 

Hütt et al. (1988). The introduction of the single-

aliquot regenerative-dose (SAR) protocol (Murray 

and Wintle, 2000) enabled a wide range of dating 

applications in a short time span. Due to the 

development of automated luminescence dating 

systems (e.g. Bøtter-Jensen, et al. 2003, Bøtter-

Jensen 1997) OSL and IRSL dating results have been 

produced more and more rapidly.  

   The commonly used Risø TL/OSL readers 

accommodate up to 48 individual samples, which are 

located in the measurement chamber on a sample 

carousel (Fig. 1). The distance between the centres of 

neighbouring (adjacent) samples is 17 mm. For older 

readers with only 24 sample positions this distance is 

32 mm. In the standard Risø TL/OSL reader, 

illumination is achieved using seven clusters of LEDs 

mounted concentrically in a ring-shaped holder 

(stimulation head). Each cluster contains seven LEDs 

and each individual diode is focused at the sample. 

mailto:sebastian.kreutzer@geogr.uni-giessen.de
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Figure 1: Technical drawing of the stimulation head 

and the sample carousel of a Risø TL/OSL reader 

(DA-15, DA-20).  

 

The stimulation head normally contains three IR 

(870 Δ 40 nm) and four blue (470 Δ 30 nm) LED 

clusters. For illumination the sample is lifted up from 

the sample carousel into the stimulation head through 

a circular opening (ø 15.5 mm) in the bottom flange 

of the stimulation head (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 5). A 

consequence of the close proximity of the adjacent 

sample positions and the illumination geometry is 

that adjacent samples are also optically stimulated 

during illumination. This is known as cross-bleaching 

(cross-illumination, optical cross-talk) and has 

previously been determined to be 0.006% (Bøtter-

Jensen et al. 2000) or 0.014% (Bray et al. 2002) for 

the blue LEDs. Although these cross-bleaching 

values appear small they may significantly reduce the 

luminescence signal of samples on adjacent (i.e. 

subsequent) positions if long illumination times are 

employed or if all illuminations in the measurement 

sequence are carried out on a single position before 

measurements of the adjacent sample (a long 

total/cumulative stimulation time). Bray et al. (2002) 

showed that if a sample is illuminated for a total of 

1400 s by blue LEDs then the first signal measured 

from the adjacent sample position may be reduced by 

~18% in a standard SAR run. In OSL dating 

procedures the first signal read out in a SAR 

sequence is the natural signal of a sample, and hence 

cross-bleaching will lead to age-underestimation. 

However, this is generally not an issue for quartz 

measurements because there is no demand that the 

time between irradiation and readout is kept constant, 

and so the illumination time of any one sample is 

typically ~40 s before the adjacent sample is 

measured and thus the effect of cross-bleaching is 

assumed to be negligible. 

   In contrast, the stimulation time on one position for 

feldspar measurements is markedly longer (e.g. up to 

240 s Kadereit et al., 2010) and many feldspars have 

been shown to suffer from anomalous fading (e.g. 

Wintle, 1973; Spooner, 1994). Thus it is important to 

keep the time elapsed between irradiation and readout 

fixed. This is easily accomplished using the “run 1 at 

a time” option
1
 in the Risø sequence editor but if care 

is not taken in the design of the measurement 

sequence cross-bleaching may be a significant 

problem.  

   In this work, we report cross-bleaching values 

measured for the IR LEDs on 10 different Risø 

TL/OSL readers produced between 1994 and 2011. 

The cross-bleaching values obtained for the IR LEDs 

are compared with values for blue LEDs from the 

literature and with values determined by our own 

measurements. We further investigate the effect 

which cross-bleaching may have on equivalent dose 

determination if this issue is not kept in mind when 

designing the measurement sequence. Finally, we 

show that the new stimulation head flange, developed 

by Risø, reduces the cross-bleaching significantly. 

 

Experimental design 

Instrumentation 

   Cross-bleaching was investigated for Risø TL/OSL 

(DA-12, DA-15, DA-20) readers. All readers are 

equipped with bialkali photomultiplier tubes (EMI 

9235Q) and 
90

Sr/
90

Y β-sources. The luminescence in 

the UV/blue band (polymineral and potassium rich 

feldspar, infrared stimulation) was measured with a 3 

mm Chroma D410/30x interference filter (410 Δ 30 

nm) or a blue filter pack (390 Δ 60 nm, 4 mm 

Corning 7–59 in combination with 2 mm Schott BG 

39). For the UV band (quartz, blue stimulation) a 7.5 

mm Hoya U340 glass filter (290–370 nm) was used.  

   IRSL measurements were done at 50°C for 100s 

after a preheat of 250°C for 60 s. In between the 

various SAR cycles (Lx and Tx) a hotbleach at 280°C 

for 100 s was used. Measurements of the quartz OSL 

signal using blue stimulation were carried out at 

125°C for 100 s after a preheat of 260°C for 10 s. 

Both IR and blue stimulated signals reported here 

have been summed using the initial 0.5 s of the decay 

curves after subtraction of the last 10 s of the shine-

down curve. For the signal curves (direct stimulation, 

Fig. 2b) only the first 20 s are recorded. Table 2 

shows relevant data for the various readers 

investigated in this work.  

 

Samples 

   All measurements were carried out on sedimentary 

samples. To avoid a dependency of the results on a 

single sample, different natural coarse grain 

(potassium feldspar, quartz) and fine grain 

(polymineral, quartz) samples were used. However, 

the cross-bleaching results seem not to be markedly 

affected by the chosen samples. A list of all 

investigated samples with their references is given in 

the supplementary information (Table S1). 

                                                 
1 All operations in a given set are carried out on a single sample 
before any operation is carried out on the next sample.  
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Table 1: Cross-bleaching protocol.  

 

Cross-bleaching protocol 

To estimate the cross-bleaching value on an adjacent 

sample position a blank sample holder was placed on 

position 1 (measurement position) and a sample on 

position 2 (adjacent position). Sample holders were 

either cups or discs (ø 9.7 mm; stainless steel or 

aluminium). Initially the sample was repeatedly 

dosed, preheated and read out to stabilize the aliquot 

in terms of sensitivity change. The full sequence used 

to estimate the cross-bleaching is given in Table 1. 

The basic structure of the sequence is that the sample 

is dosed and preheated but before read out, the blank 

sample holder (measurement position) is illuminated 

for a time tx varying between 0 and tmax (for most 

estimates tmax is 4,800 s but in some cases it was 

increased to 15,000 s). Subsequent to each 

illumination the sample on the adjacent position is 

read out (Lx) followed by a test dose (Tx) 

measurement. In between the various SAR cycles 

(Lx/Tx) the sample was bleached at 280°C for 100 s. 

Three recycling points were inserted to ensure that 

any sensitivity change was corrected adequately. To 

eliminate the effects of anomalous fading the time 

elapsed between irradiation and read out (Lx) was 

kept constant by inserting a pause of duration x = tmax 

– tx. In practice this pause was split in two parts of 

equal duration, one inserted before and one after the 

illumination of the empty measurement position. The 

sequences were run using the “run 1 at a time” 

option. 

   In order to derive a value for cross-bleaching, the 

observed reduction of the luminescence signal of the 

sample on the adjacent position is compared to that 

measured by direct stimulation of the same sample 

(Table 1 part B, Fig. 2b).  

 

 
Figure 2: Normalized Lx/Tx values shown as a 

function of IR illumination time for the reader with 

the highest relative cross-bleaching value. (a) Fitted 

Lx/Tx on the adjacent position (y-axis), each gained 

with the cross-bleaching protocol (Part B, protocol 

Table 1) after a respective illumination time on the 

measurement position (x-axis). Lx/Tx values 

normalized to the first value and then fitted with a 

multi-exponential function (nmax = 3). The halftime 

(T[1/2]) is derived iteratively. The obtained halftime 

from (a) is then compared with the halftime from (b) 

which is signal curve fitted to the IRSL decay curve 

data of the sample illuminated for 20 s (part B 

protocol, Table 1). The inset shows the fitted Lx/Tx 

values obtained for a reader with lower cross-

bleaching behaviour.  
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   All Lx/Tx ratios were plotted as a function of 

illumination time and fitted (1) using either a multi-

exponential function, where the number of 

components varied between 1 and 3 (reader ID 45 to 

ID 262) or (2) using an inverse power law function 

(reader ID 326). In the first approach the halftime of 

the fitted curve of the Lx/Tx ratios is compared to the 

halftime determined from the decay curve observed 

from direct stimulation (signal curve). In the second 

approach, the parameters in the inverse power law 

function fitted to the decay curve from direct 

stimulation are used to determine the equivalent loss 

resulting from cross-bleaching. In practice, these two 

approaches do not result in significantly different 

cross-bleaching values. Nevertheless, it should be 

noted that using a multi-exponential function for 

fitting is not related to any physical model. Details on 

the quantification procedures are given in the 

supplementary information (Section 1 supplement). 

 

Measuring the effect of cross-bleaching on dose 

estimation 

   Cross-bleaching values are primarily a technical 

characteristic of a reader. They do not give any 

information on the degree of the depletion of a 

luminescence signal or on the corresponding 

reduction of the equivalent dose (De) of a dating 

sample. In the literature (Bray et al. 2002) it has 

already been demonstrated that cross-bleaching from 

the blue LEDs can reduce the estimated equivalent 

dose significantly if the entire dose-estimation 

sequence is carried out on a single aliquot before the 

next aliquot is measured. Here, we report the results 

from a similar experiment using the IR LEDs. 

   Two feldspar samples (US-C, KG-1) were heated to 

500°C for two hours to completely eliminate the 

IRSL signal before giving to five portions of each 

sample gamma (
60

Co) doses of 4.45 Gy, 8.9 Gy, 

13.35 Gy, 26.7 Gy and 40.5 Gy, respectively.   

   12 aliquots of each gamma-dosed portion were 

subsequently measured using a routine SAR IRSL 

protocol with six regeneration doses and IR 

stimulation at 50°C for 300 s. The sequence was 

written in a single set in the Risø sequence editor and 

the “run 1 at a time” option was chosen. This means 

that the first aliquot was stimulated for a total of 

4,200 s (14 × 300 s), before the natural signal of the 

subsequent aliquot was read out. For each portion 

irradiated with a given gamma-dose, aliquots were 

placed at positions 1–4, 10–13 and 20–23. Thus, 

there are three measurement positions (1, 10, 20) for 

which optical cross-bleaching is assumed to be 

insignificant, and nine measurement positions for 

which cross-bleaching is likely to affect the dose 

estimate. Sample US-C was measured on a single 

reader (ID 262, gamma-dose portions as stated 

above) to investigate a potential dose-dependency, 

whereas sample KG-1 was measured on three 

different readers (ID 262, 133 and 45) to investigate 

the variability of cross-bleaching characteristics 

between individual readers.  

 

Results 

Cross-bleaching values 

   In Fig. 2a the IRSL Lx/Tx measurements are shown 

as a function of the illumination time for reader 

ID 189. For this particular reader, 4,800 s of 

illumination results in a depletion of the signal of the 

adjacent aliquot of ~70%. For the second nearest 

position an illumination of 4,800 s results in signal 

depletion of ~5%. Both data sets have been fitted 

using a linear combination of exponentially decaying 

functions. In Fig. 2b a decay curve obtained under 

direct stimulation is shown. In summary, for this 

particular reader, cross-bleaching values of 0.128 ± 

0.017% (n=4) and 0.003% (n=1) were derived for the 

nearest (adjacent) and second nearest (adjacent of the 

adjacent) position, respectively. These cross-

bleaching values are significantly higher than what 

has been reported for the blue LEDs in the literature 

before and what has been observed for the other 

readers investigated in this study. The inset shows the 

fitted Lx/Tx-values obtained for a reader with lower 

cross-bleaching behaviour (ID 150). All derived 

cross-bleaching values are summarized in Table 2. 

Errors of the cross-bleaching values were only given, 

if at least two repetitive measurements were carried 

out (see Table 2). Error bars show the standard 

deviation. 

   Our experiments show that the cross-bleaching 

value for the IR LEDs on the adjacent position range 

from <0.0001% (ID 60) to 0.1279 ± 0.0167% (ID 

189). In comparison, the cross-bleaching values 

derived for the blue LEDs range from 0.0019% (ID 

150) to 0.0176% (ID 189). Thus, in all cases the 

cross-bleaching resulting from the IR LEDs is 

approximately one order of magnitude larger than 

that from the blue LEDs (Table 2, Fig. 3).  

   The lowest cross-bleaching values were observed 

for the oldest readers (ID 45 and ID 60), which both 

accommodate sample carousels with only 24 sample 

positions (as opposed to 48 for all readers produced 

after 1996). For these sample carousels, the distance 

between the centres of adjacent sample positions are 

32 mm (compared to 17 mm on a carousel 

accommodating up to 48 samples 

   The derived cross-bleaching values for a given type 

of stimulation source (IR- or blue LEDs) vary 

markedly also between readers and they even scatter 

for a single sample on the same reader (e.g. ~13% 

difference between repetitive determinations of the 

IR cross-bleaching value for reader ID 189, Fig. S1). 

We further observed a dependency of the IR cross-

bleaching   values   on  the  chosen   signal   integral   
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Risø 

ID 

Year Type Head Sample 

Carousel 

Blue Power 

[mW cm-2] 

IR Power 

[mW cm-2] 

Sample 

Carrier 

Sample 

Code 

Stimulation Cross-Bleaching 

Nearest 

[%] 

Nearest 

Error 

[%] 

2nd Nearest 

[%] 

2nd Nearest 

Error 

[%] 

45 1994 DA-12 std 24   steel discs ME S2 IR 0.0065 NA NV NV 

60 1996 DA-12 SG 24 53 140 steel discs ME S2 IR <0.0001 NA NV NV 

98 2000 DA-15 SG 48 89 147 steel discs ME S2 IR 0.0167 NA NV NV 

133 2002 DA-15 SG 48  140 steel discs ME S2 IR 0.0138 NA NV NV 

150 2003 DA-15 std 48 40 120 Al discs BT707, BT711 IR 0.0239 0.0042 NV NV 

Al discs BT620 Blue 0.0019 NA <0.0001 NA 

189 2005 DA-15 std 48 36 123 Al discs BT707 IR 0.1279 0.0167 0.003 NA 

Al discs BT714, BT620 Blue 0.0176 0.0003 NA NA 

240 2008 DA-20 std 48 45 131 Al discs HDS-493m, HBII IR 0.0387 NA NV NV 

245 2008 DA-20 std 48 47 137 Al discs HDS-499m, HBII IR 0.0398 NA NV NV 

Al cups BolivienQ 1409 LM1 Blue 0.0028 0.0004 NV NV 

262 2008 DA-20 std 48 80 128 steel discs ME S2 IR 0.0296 0.0071 NV NV 

326 2011 DA-20 std 48 78 157 steel discs 914807 Blue 0.0020 NA 0.00016 NA 

steel cups 970425 IR 0.0160 NA 0.0004 NA 

 

 

Notes  
Year - production year. Some of the readers have been upgraded since production. 

Stimulation head – „std‟ is the standard stimulation head, „SG‟ is a special stimulation head used on readers with a single grain attachment 

Sample carousel - the number of available sample positions   

Stimulation - stimulation light source (blue and IR). The IR stimulations were detected in the blue range, whereas the blue stimulated signals were detected in the UV range 

NA - Not Available (not calculated in cases were the measurement was repeated only once) 

NV - No Value (not measured) 

 

 

Table 2: Reader characteristics and cross-bleaching results. 
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Figure 3: Cross-bleaching on the adjacent position 

for IR- and blue LEDs of the investigated readers. If 

only one measurement was carried out, no error is 

given. The dashed line denotes the cross-bleaching 

value for blue LEDs (0.014%) published by Bray et 

al. (2002).  

 

(Fig. S2) which decrease with longer signal integrals. 

However, for all experiments the chosen signal 

integral was kept constant (see Sec. 2.3). 

   Except for a single outlier (ID 189) the DA-15 

readers (produced between 1997 and 2005) yield 

mean optical cross-talk values for the blue LEDs of 

0.017 ± 0.003% (n=3) which is similar within errors 

to the cross-bleaching value of 0.014% reported by 

Bray et al. (2002) for the blue LEDs. The highest 

cross-bleaching values for the IR LEDs were 

measured for the newest DA-20 series (produced 

since 2006) with a mean value of 0.028 ± 0.002% 

(n=3) for discs. Thus, it would appear that the cross-

talk of the IR LEDs have increased by a factor of 

two. In Table 2 the power density at the sample 

position at 100% LED power is given for each reader 

and it is apparent that there is no correlation between 

the power of the IR LEDs and the measured relative 

optical cross-talk. This observation seems to be 

confirmed by an additional experiment on reader ID 

189 using a polymineral fine grain sample (BT714).  

For this sample, no correlation was found between IR 

stimulation power densities of 31 mW cm
-2

 (25% 

LED power) and 62 mW cm
-2

 (50% LED power), 

respectively, and the observed cross-bleaching values 

(data not shown). No dependency of the IR cross- 

 
Figure 4: Measured dose plotted as a function of 

given dose. All results derived by using the ‘run 1 at 

a time’ option for the measurement positions 1–4, 

10–13 and 20–23 on reader ID 262 (model DA-20). 

The aliquots on the positions 1, 10 and 20, which are 

not affected by cross-bleaching, are displayed as 

black circles; all other aliquots (influenced by cross-

bleaching) are given as grey rectangles and 

triangles. Also shown is the 1:1 line (black) and the ± 

10% lines (dotted lines).  

 

 

bleaching intensity on the type of stimulation units 

(i.e. standard or single-grain) was observed. 

 

Effect of cross-bleaching on dose estimation 

   Figure 4 shows that the measured equivalent doses 

for sample US-C measured on reader ID 262 

reproduce the given dose within ± 10% for the three 

aliquots on the positions 1, 10 and 20. The tendency 

of De underestimation for the larger doses may be 

interpreted in terms of fading as the time span 

between irradiation and measurement was a couple of 

weeks. In contrast, the measured De values of all nine 

aliquots without an empty position to the left are 

systematically lower than the given dose. The relative 

underestimation of ~36 ± 3.2% is not dependent on 

the given dose. The reason for this is that the 

stimulation time, and thus the time when cross-

bleaching occurs, is constant. Furthermore, it can be 

deduced that cross-irradiation does not appear to be 

significant. If it was, we would expect to observe 

dose-dependent differences.  

   Although, these effects have not been explicitly 

investigated in this study, in addition two samples of 

cross-irradiation measurements using a quartz sample 

on reader ID 240 are provided in the supplementary 

information (Figs. S4 and S5). For this reader, the 

cross-irradiation was found to be ~0.01% on the 

adjacent position and ~0.001% on the 2
nd 

 adjacent 

position. 
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Stimulation Mineral Sample Flange tmax [s] Nearest 2nd nearest 

 Carrier   [%] [%] 

Blue Q steel disc std 15000 0.00200 0.00016 

Blue Q steel cups std 15000 0.00100 0.00003 

Blue Q steel cups new 15000 0.00005  

Blue KF steel cups new 10000 0.00010  

IR KF steel cups std 4800 0.01600 0.00040 

IR KF steel cups new 10000 0.00100  

IR KF steel disc new 10000 0.00300  

 
Table 3: Cross-bleaching results on reader ID 326 using the standard and the new bottom flange. 

 

 

However, it should be noted that this value is 

dependent on the built in irradiation source and 

therefore may vary from reader to reader (compare 

e.g. Thomsen et al., 2006; Bray et al., 2003; Bøtter-

Jensen et al., 2000; Markey et al. 1997). 

   The second sample, KG-E, was measured on three 

different readers (ID 262, 133 and 45). For reader ID 

262 a De underestimation of 37 ± 3.3% supports the 

reduction determined for sample US-C above. From 

the typical decay curves of both samples, it can be 

deduced that this reduction is equivalent to the 

depletion caused by ~1.7 s of direct stimulation. 

Dividing these 1.7 s by the total illumination time 

(4,200 s) of a complete SAR-protocol, the IR cross-

bleaching value is estimated to be ~ 0.04%.  

   For reader ID 133 the underestimation of 11–18% 

corresponds to ~0.58 s of direct stimulation giving an 

estimated cross-bleaching value of ~ 0.014%.  

   Thus the obtained cross-bleaching values for reader 

ID 262 and ID 133 are of a similar order of 

magnitude as the values obtained by the 

measurements described above. 

   For reader ID 45 cross-bleaching causes a De 

underestimation of 9–15% giving an estimated cross-

bleaching value of 0.011%.
2
 A smaller cross-

bleaching value was expected for this reader as it has 

a 24 position sample carousel, i.e. adjacent sample 

positions are further apart. 

   Our measurements indicate that sequences should 

not be written in a single set (writing measurements 

steps within one single row in Sequence Editor), if 

the “run 1 at a time option” is chosen or long 

illumination times on a measurement position are 

applied. They also show that cross-bleaching may 

vary significantly from reader to reader. 

 

Instrument modification to reduce cross-bleaching 

   To reduce the effect of cross-bleaching a new 

flange has been designed by Risø which instead of a 

circular opening has an opening shaped as the lift 

                                                 
2Note that this value might not be comparable to the value derived 

by the cross-bleaching protocol in Table 1 because the stimulation 
unit was modified after the measurements described here. 

itself (see Fig. 5). A series of experiments were 

undertaken using reader ID 326 (produced in 2011) 

to assess the cross-bleaching using this new flange. 

The results are presented in Table 3 and can be 

summarised as follows: (1) It appears that by using 

stainless steel cups instead of stainless steel discs the 

cross-bleaching value is reduced by a factor of ~ 2.5. 

(2) The cross-bleaching value for the second nearest 

position is ~4% of the value from the adjacent 

(nearest) position. (3) These measurements confirm 

the previous observation that the cross-bleaching 

resulting from the IR LEDs is an order of magnitude 

larger than that from the blue LEDs. Finally, the 

results indicate that the new flange reduces cross-

bleaching by a factor of ~20 to a value of 0.001% for 

the IR LEDs. The corresponding value for the blue 

LEDs is 0.00005%. The new flange is now the 

standard flange for all readers produced from the 

middle of 2012.  

 

Discussions 

   Our results show that cross-bleaching varies 

significantly between the investigated readers. The 

differences are only partly correlated with the type 

series. For the DA-12 series, for which the distance 

between the centres of adjacent samples is 32 mm on 

the carousels with 24 positions one would a priori 

expect cross-bleaching to be negligible. This was 

only confirmed for one reader (ID 60). For the 

second investigated DA-12 reader (ID 45), however, 

we measured an optical cross-talk of 0.0065% 

indicating that cross-bleaching can be relevant also 

for the readers of the DA-12 series. This agrees with 

Bøtter-Jensen et al. (2000) who report on an 

improved lift mechanism for the at that time newly 

introduced DA-15 series, which reduced cross-

bleaching as compared to the older DA-12 readers. 

Therefore, an old lift mechanism (differences in the 

uplift height) may be responsible for the observed 

cross-bleaching value of reader ID 45 that was not 

confirmed for reader ID 60. This reader, however, 

has been subjected to technical modifications (e.g. 

single grain attachment) over the years. The potential 

for anomalous fading  (e.g.  Wintle 1979;  Visocekas  
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Figure 5: Old (a) and new (b) bottom flange of the 

Risø reader. The opening has been minimized to 

reduce optical cross-talk. 

 

1985) to cause any signal loss was minimised by the 

sequence design and should therefore not be 

responsible for the signal loss observed on the DA-12 

reader (ID 45). 

   Furthermore, it should be noted that our results for 

these readers are based on single measurements (one 

per reader). Due to technical modifications on reader 

ID 45 after the experiment the measurement could 

not be repeated. 

   For the DA-15 and DA-20 readers (excluding 

reader ID 189) we obtained a mean IR cross-

bleaching value of 0.026% with a standard deviation 

of 0.011% consistently in the same order of 

magnitude as all investigated readers except for 

reader ID 189. Our findings indicate that the obtained 

IR cross-bleaching value of 0.1279 ± 0.0167% for 

this particular reader is not normally expected. As 

described in the introduction (see Fig. 1) the sample 

is lifted into the stimulation head through a circular 

opening in the bottom flange of the stimulation head. 

The differences are likely to arise from differences in 

how high the sample is lifted into the stimulation 

head, from the distance of the sample carousel with 

respect to the lid and/or from the thickness of the 

bottom flange. However, the actual reason for the 

observed behaviour remains unknown so far. 

   Surprisingly, the cross-bleaching value also varied 

for an identical sample on one reader and to a greater 

extent between assumed similar readers for one 

sample. Using an identical sample on one reader the 

measurement conditions were kept constant. 

Therefore it is likely that the differences result from 

the method applied for the calculation of the cross-

bleaching value. The halftime of the obtained Lx/Tx-

values on the adjacent position is compared with the 

halftime of a directly measured decay curve. Both 

halftimes are mathematically derived from previously 

fitted functions. Therefore, any (stochastic) variation 

in the fitted curve shapes yield different halftimes 

and cross-bleaching values.  

   Furthermore, our results show that the optical 

cross-talk for the IR LEDs is significantly higher than 

that for the blue LEDs. The reasons for this 

observation could not be further investigated in this 

study and may reflect differences in the stimulation 

geometry and/or the optical characteristics of the 

LEDs.  

   Of more practical relevance might be the 

implications of the deduced, somehow artificial, and 

apparently highly reader-specific, cross-bleaching 

values. Our results suggest (e.g. Table 2) that the 

optical cross-talk of the IR LEDs on the Risø 

TL/OSL readers can be significant in routine dating 

applications, if care is not taken when designing the 

measurement sequences. In this respect, the most 

important question is: How much (cumulative/total) 

stimulation time on the measurement position is 

acceptable for a given threshold value of signal 

reduction on the adjacent position? To account for 

this question two normalized typical natural decay 

curves (BT711, fine grain, polymineral and quartz) 

measured at 90% LED power (IR and blue LED) 

were plotted against the cumulative stimulation time 

on the measurement position for given cross-

bleaching values of 0.02% (IR LED) and 0.002% 

(blue LED). The results are shown in Fig. S3. Based 

on a fitted inverse power law (IR LED, polymineral 

sample, Fig. S3a) and a single exponential function 

(blue LED, quartz, Fig. S3b) the cumulative 

stimulation time on the measurement position for a 

given value of signal reduction on the adjacent 

position (1%, 10%, 25%, 50%) were calculated. For 

the fitting the first five seconds of the decay curve of 

the polymineral sample and the first two seconds of 

that of the quartz sample were used respectively. For 

example: For a signal reduction of 25% of the 

polymineral sample on the adjacent position, ~5168 s 

of IR stimulation (90% LED power) on the 

measurement position are needed (polymineral, Fig. 

S3a). Our considerations allow a calculation of all 

possible combinations of cumulative stimulations 

times on the measurement position and cross-

bleaching values for a presumed threshold value of 

the signal reduction (isoline).  

   Figure 6 shows the 1% to 5% signal reduction 

isolines of a typical polymineral (IR stimulation, Fig. 

6a) and quartz (blue stimulation, Fig. 6b) fine grain 

sample (BT711) for a realistic range of cross-

bleaching values. Considering the overall precision of 

the cross-bleaching measurements the allowed value 

of stimulation time on the measurement position for a 

given value of signal reduction can be read off with 

sufficient accuracy from the figure. Thus, an assumed 

cross-bleaching value for the IR LEDs of 0.03% 

allows a stimulation time of ~100 s on the 

measurement position if a signal reduction of 1% on 

the adjacent position is accepted. Using the newly 

designed bottom flange, or every 2
nd

 position on the 

sample carousel,  in  case  the new  flange has not yet  
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Figure 6: Signal reduction on adjacent position vs. 

cross-bleaching values. Corresponding isolines for 

five hypothetically tolerated thresholds (1% to 5%) 

by cross-bleaching on the adjacent position. The 

lines represent all possible combinations of 

cumulative stimulation times (up to 2000s for IR 

stimulation) on the measurement position (x-axis) 

and cross-bleaching values of a reader (y-axis) for 

constant value of signal reduction. The signal- 

reduction isolines for a typical polymineral (a) and 

quartz (b) fine grain sample are shown using IR 

stimulation and blue stimulation respectively. Note 

that the shapes of the isolines depend slightly on the 

absolute power density of the stimulation LEDs. For 

further details see main text.  

 

 

been installed, a cross-bleaching value of <0.003% 

for the IR LEDs can be assumed. For the same 

amount of tolerated signal reduction, this allows 

stimulation times at least larger by a factor of ten. 

Thus cross-bleaching will become negligible for 

ordinary SAR-measurements.  

   In summary, for routine dating applications an 

appropriate measurement sequence design or the use 

of every 2
nd

 position is considered as adequate to 

reduce any unwanted malign effect of cross-

bleaching below the detection threshold.  

   Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the cross-

bleaching values were measured using a blank 

sample carrier on the measurement position. Any 

sediment on the sample carriers may cause different 

(material dependent) scattering effects. Such effects 

have not been investigated in the presented study. 

 

Conclusions 

   In this study the cross-bleaching (optical cross-talk) 

of the IR LEDs for the adjacent position has been 

investigated on various types of Risø TL/OSL 

readers. For the quantification three different 

methods were applied. The results were compared 

with findings from the literature and our own 

measurements of the cross-talk of the blue LEDs on 

the same reader. In addition, a newly designed flange 

to reduce the cross-bleaching was tested and the 

results were compared with the measurements run 

carried out using the standard flange. In summary: 

 

1. We confirm that cross-bleaching exists for the IR 

LEDs on almost all investigated readers 

(~0.026% for DA-15 and DA-20 readers). 

2. Our findings indicate that the cross-bleaching is 

significantly higher (ca. one order of magnitude) 

for the IR than for the blue LEDs. 

3. The relative cross-bleaching seems to be 

independent of the stimulation power. 

4. The cross-bleaching value varies with the used 

sample carrier and is observed to be higher for 

steel discs than for steel cups.  

5. The newly designed bottom flange reduces the 

cross-bleaching by a factor of ~20 resulting in 

negligible signal reduction by cross-bleaching on 

the adjacent position.  

6. The cross-bleaching effect can lead to significant 

age underestimations if care is not taken in the 

measurement-sequence design. It is therefore 

highly recommended to split the sequence in 

different sets when using the “run 1 at a time” 

option or to use only every 2
nd

 measurement 

position on the sample carousel (for an assumed 

cross-bleaching value <0.0001% on the 2
nd

 

nearest position). A sequence template splitting 

up the steps in different sets is provided as 

supplementary data on the Ancient TL website.  
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users and the designers of automated equipment in 
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we find them and improving the reliability of our 

results. Other aspects of the dating process will no 
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Abstract 

   A practical guide for the R package 

„Luminescence‟ is provided. An introduction on data 

types in R is given first, followed by a guideline on 

how to import, analyse and visualise typical SAR-

OSL measurement data.  

 

Keywords: R, luminescence dating, data analysis, 

plotting 

 

Introduction 
   Since the R package „Luminescence‟ has been 

introduced by Kreutzer et al. (2012) the developer 

team is continuously asked for advice from the 

luminescence dating community. Such requests 

considerably help us to further improve the package 

and make the tools more efficient and user friendly. 

However, most of these queries are not directed to 

specific problems of the provided functions but rather 

on the usage of R and the package in general. 

Motivated by an e-mail conversation with Geoff 

Duller this contribution aims to provide an example-

based, short practical guide to R and the package 

„Luminescence‟. First, we focus on properties and 

ways to index different sorts of data structures, which 

are essential for an efficient use of the R package 

„Luminescence‟. A second section describes 

processing steps for luminescence data, from 

importing a BIN-file to plotting a De distribution. A 

third section comprises the examples in a 

comprehensive code section. 

   Throughout the manuscript R calls or R related 

code snippets are typed in monospaced 

letters. In some cases, numerical and graphical 

output was truncated for illustrative reasons. 

 

 

Working with R and RStudio 

   R (R Development Core Team, 2013) is a freely 

available language and environment for statistical 

computing and graphics. RStudio (RStudio, 2013) is 

a free and open source integrated development 

environment (IDE) for R. It allows for a comfortable 

use of R.  

   Working with R usually means writing of scripts 

that can be executed to generate results. The 

fundamental advantage of working with scripts rather 

than clicking through graphical user interfaces or 

tabular calculation software is that all processed steps 

are formulated explicitly, i.e. every command or 

function call is and has to be written down. This 

guaranties transparent and reproducible results, easy 

sharing of analysis routines and flexible modification 

of existing approaches. 

   A script is a text document composed of several 

lines of commands, and of course explanatory 

comments, that can be executed by software, such as 

R. Script-based execution of command line series is 

much more efficient than typing of function calls into 

the terminal window (although this is possible). 

   RStudio is a comfortable "second skin" to work 

with R even more conveniently. It comprises several 

windows; for scripts, the command line, the 

workspace, plot outputs, help or a file manager. 

RStudio allows storing entire sessions, including the 

actual script and generated objects (e.g. data sets and 

plots), to continue working at any time. 

   There are a series of excellent tutorials and books 

about R (e.g. Adler, 2012; Crawley, 2012) and 

RStudio (e.g. Verzani, 2011) that cannot be discussed 

here. However, on the official website of the R 

package „Luminescence‟ (http://www.r-

luminescence.de) there are plenty of suggestions and  

 

mailto:micha.dietze@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
http://www.r-luminescence.de/
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Figure 1. Data structures in R, commonly used in the package 'Luminescence'. The colour and the shape of 

individual objects indicate similar data types (e.g. logical, integer, character) whereas their alignment represents 

the structure. Code under each structure definition corresponds to the creation of the structures in R. From left to 

right structures increase in complexity: scalar, vector, matrix, data frame, list. For further data structures and 

information cf. Crawley (2012). 

 

 

some tutorials dedicated to the use of R for 

luminescence data analysis. 

 

Data types and structures in R 

   Data can be of various type. Common data types 

are logical (i.e. TRUE, FALSE), integer (e.g. 1, 

2), double (e.g. 1.2, 2.3), complex (e.g. 2+3i, 

1.3+3.2i) and character (e.g. "a", "b"). There 

are more data types in R but these are of minor 

relevance here. The type of data determines which 

operations are possible (or meaningful) with this 

data. To infer the data type of a variable use the 

function typeof(). 

   Regardless of their type, data always shows a 

certain structure, which defines how values are 

organised and may be addressed. For convenient 

usage data may be stored in variables (or more 

generally in objects). It is of crucial importance to 

note that one variable must not necessarily comprise 

only one but can contain millions of individual 

values. R allows for checking the data structure of a 

variable with the function str(). To actually work 

with the data, it is necessary to "recall" the content of 

a variable, or parts of it. This is referred to as 

indexing. The following structures are commonly 

encountered when working with R and should 

therefore be introduced here. Fig. 1 shows illustrative 

sketches of the data structures. 

 

Scalars: Scalars are the most simple data structure. 

One variable represents precisely one value (1,1 

structure). Scalars can therefore be described as zero-

dimensional data structures. In R, scalars are in fact 

vectors of length one. The command x <- 1 

assigns the value 1 to the variable x. A scalar is 

indexed simply by calling the variable name. 

 

Vectors: Vectors are different from scalars in that 

they comprise more than one value. They contain m 

rows of values, organised in one column (m,1 

structure). Hence, vectors can be described as one-

dimensional data structures. Vectors may contain any 

data type but this must be consistent throughout. To 

infer the number of elements, the length of a vector, 

use the function length(). To index an element of 

a vector, its position in the vector must be specified 

in angular brackets after the variable name: x[m]. 

To index more than one element use either a 

sequence (x[1:5]) or a concatenation of values 

(x[c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)]). 

 

Matrices: Adding a further dimension yields a matrix 

structure. Matrices contain m rows and n columns of 

data (m,n structure). Hence, matrices can be 

described as two-dimensional data structures. 

Matrices can be of any, consistent data type.  

Indexing matrix elements requires row- and column-

numbers of the target elements in angular brackets: 

X[m,n]. To index an entire row or column, just skip 

the respective index value: X[1,] or X[,1]. 

 

Data frames: Data frames consist of components with 

the same geometry (same length of vectors or matrix 

rows and columns) but may contain different data 

types. Data frames are the most common data 

structure in R, as many functions require data frames 

as input arguments. Indexing elements of a data 

frame is a two-step task. First, the component and 

then the element of the respective component must be 
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indexed. The component is expressed by two nested 

angular brackets ([[ ]]). So indexing one element 

of a vector in a data frame may be similar to 

dataframe[[1]][8]. 

 

   Alternatively, the components of a data frame can 

be named. If names are present, the operator $ can be 

used for indexing as well. For example, if there is a 

data frame (dataframe) comprising two vectors 

(data and metadata), one may index the first 

element of metadata by typing: 

 
dataframe$metadata[1] 

 

or  

 

dataframe[[2]][1]. 

 

Lists: Similar to data frames, but also deregulating 

the constraint of consistent geometry and data types, 

lists allow handling different types and structures of 

data. Lists are therefore the most flexible - but not 

necessarily the most appropriate - data structure. 

Indexing follows the same rules as for data frames. 

 

S4-objects: S4 objects are of fundamentally different 

data structure. They are related to object-oriented 

programming but may be tentatively compared to 

lists. They can contain several components, stored in 

so called slots. Details on S4-objects may be not 

relevant in this context. Components of S4-objects 

are indexed by the operator @. Apart from this 

difference, indexing is quite similar to that of data 

frames. Note: Although the R package 

„Luminescence‟ already utilises S4-objects (e.g. 

Risoe.BINfileData-class) and the upcoming 

package version later this year will considerably 

benefit from the usage of S4-objects, details on S4-

objects are not relevant for this tutorial. 

 

From BIN-files to De-distributions 
 

Prerequisites for analysing luminescence data 

   To work with the R package „Luminescence‟ it is 

first of all necessary to install the package from 

CRAN; either via command line 

(install.packages("Luminescence", 

dependencies = TRUE)) or in RStudio via 

menu Tools > Install Packages. Note that the 

checkbox “Install dependencies” should be selected. 

To actually use the functionalities of the package, it 

must be loaded at the beginning of each R session. 

Furthermore the working directory should be set. It is 

good practice to load the library (i.e. the functions 

part of a package) and define the working directory at 

the beginning of a script. 

> ## load the library 

> library("Luminescence") 

 

> ## set the working directory 

> setwd("/analysis/project_0815") 

 

Import and inspect BIN-files 

   In general, analysis of luminescence data will start 

with importing a BIN-file to the R workspace. The 

package provides the function readBIN2R() to 

import BIN-files from typical luminescence 

measurements. It creates an S4-object with two slots: 

METADATA (a data frame) and DATA (a list). 

METADATA contains meta-information for all 

measurements and is primarily used to select 

measurements (stored in DATA) based on e.g. sample 

position. Once imported, calling the variable displays 

a short summary of the object.  

 
> ## import the BIN-file 

> SAR.data <-  

+ readBIN2R("example.BIN") 

 

> ## show a short summary  

> SAR.data 

 

> Risoe.BINfileData Object 

>  Version:         03 

>  Object Date:     060120 

>  User:            krb 

>  System ID:       30 

>  Overall Records: 600 

>  Records Type:    IRSL  (n = 20) 

                    OSL   (n = 340) 

                    TL    (n = 220) 

>  Position Range:  1 : 20 

>  Run Range:       1 : 44 

>  Set Range:       1 : 2 

 

   The example data set (example.BIN) resulted from 

a standard SAR protocol, applied to a sample of 

fluvial quartz (coarse grains, 90-160 µm) from the 

Pamir Plateau, analysed at TU Bergakademie 

Freiberg in 2013, and can be downloaded from the 

Ancient TL website. To create a more elaborated 

overview, the data frame METADATA must be 

indexed by specifying the desired columns. To show, 

as an example, the parameters ID (1), SEL (2), 

LTYPE (7), POSITION (17), RUN (18), DTYPE 

(23) and IRR_TIME (24) for the first five 

measurements, the respective column-numbers must 

be known (see below). In practice this includes 

indexing the slot METADATA of the S4-object 

SAR.data and then indexing the first five rows and 

respective columns therein: 
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> SAR.data@METADATA[1:5, c(1, 2, 7, 

+ 17, 18, 23, 24)] 

>   ID  SEL LTYPE POSITION RUN       

+ DTYPE IRR_TIME 

> 1 1 TRUE  TL  1 1 Natural     0 

> 2 2 TRUE OSL  1 2 Natural     0 

> 3 3 TRUE  TL  1 4 Natural     0 

> 4 4 TRUE OSL  1 5 Bleach+dose 80 

> 5 5 TRUE  TL  1 7 Bleach+dose 0 

 

   If this summary content is used frequently, it may 

be useful to store the column-numbers in a separate 

variable (summary.01 <- c(1, 2, 7, 17, 

18, 23, 24)) for convenient use later on 

(SAR.data@METADATA[,summary.01]). This 

way, different summary templates can be created. A 

complete list of column-numbers can be displayed by 
cbind(1:length(SAR.data@METADATA), 

colnames(SAR.data@METADATA)). 

 

Analyse SAR-data 

   Currently, the package is focused on the analysis of 

measurements following the SAR protocol (Murray 

& Wintle, 2000). The function Analyse_SAR. 

OSLdata()returns a set of parameters from 

individual measurement cycles in order to determine 

background- and sensitivity-corrected signals that 

may be used for growth curve estimation (see below). 

The function requires information about the sample 

(i.e. position) to be analysed, the signal integral and 

the background integral, along with a sample ID. By 

default the function Analyse_SAR.OSLdata() 

creates a graphical output for visual inspection of 

measurement curves (one composite plot for each 

position). However, for further analysis the numeric 

output is more important. The following example 

shows how to set the necessary parameters, perform 

an SAR analysis and what the numerical output looks 

like.  

 
> ## define analysis parameters 

> signal <- 1:5 

> backgrd <- 200:250 

> position <- 1:2 

> info <- "Arbitrary sample 1" 

 

> ## analyse position 1 to 2 

> SAR.results <- 

+ Analyse_SAR.OSLdata( 

+   input.data = SAR.data, 

+   signal.integral = signal, 

+   background.integral = backgrd, 

+   position = position, 

+   info.measurement = info) 

 

> ## display the output 

> str(SAR.results) 

   The created object (SAR.results) is a list with 

three components: LnLxTnTx, Rejection 

Criteria and SARParameters, each of them 

composed of further objects. To access them, just 

move through the data structure step by step. For 

example if you are interested in the second cut heat 

temperature type SAR.results$SARParamet-

ers$cutheat[2]. Most important (and most 

complex) is the LnLxTnTx-list. Since two positions 

were analysed (position <- 1:2) the list 

contains two data frames. Each data frame consists of 

the number of measurements according to the applied 

SAR protocol. Each measurement yielded 15 

parameters (such as Name, Dose, Repeated, 

LnLx and so on). To access the LnLx data from 

measurement 1 (natural dose) of position 1 type 

SAR.results$LnLxTnTx[[1]]$LxTx[1]. 

 

Create growth curves and estimate De-values 

   From the large output amount of Analyse_SAR 

.OSLdata() the most important data sets for 

subsequent analyses are Dose, LxTx, 

LxTx.Error and TnTx. To create growth curves 

and estimate equivalent doses, these are needed in a 

data frame structure. The following code shows how 

to manage these steps. 

 
> ## create data frame 
> data.LxTx <- as.data.frame(cbind( 

+   SAR.results$LnLxTnTx[[1]][2],   

+   SAR.results$LnLxTnTx[[1]][12],  

+   SAR.results$LnLxTnTx[[1]][13],  

+   SAR.results$LnLxTnTx[[1]][6]))  

 

> ## show the results 

> data.LxTx 

 
>   Dose       LxTx LxTx.Error TnTx 

> 1    0  5.8947468 0.28838345 1862 

> 2 1000  5.3317223 0.32684141 2006 

> 3 1800  7.8098997 0.36604484 2239 

> 4 2200  9.5146256 0.47587953 2393 

> 5 3000 10.4157443 0.60718256 2891 

> 6    0  0.5314526 0.07193097 2045 

> 7 1800  7.1563381 0.46570722 2829 

 

   The function plot_GrowthCurve() creates a 

dose response curve from the measurement data. The 

uncertainty related to equivalent dose estimation is 

based on Monte Carlo simulations. The function 

returns the actual De-value, its associated error and 

the fit object. 
> ## create dose response curve  

> growth.curve <- plot_GrowthCurve( 

+   data.LxTx) 
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> ## show fit parameters 

> growth.curve$Fit 

 

> ## assign De and De.error 

> De.data <- cbind( 

+   growth.curve$De[1:2]) 

 

   For routine analysis it may be convenient to run 

this De modelling process in a loop for all samples of 

a data set. 

 
> ## define analysis parameters 

> signal <- 1:5 

> backgrd <- 200:250 

> position <- 1:20 

 

> ## analyse positions 1 to 20 

> SAR.results <- 

+ Analyse_SAR.OSLdata( 

+   input.data = SAR.data, 

+   signal.integral = signal, 

+   background.integral = backgrd, 

+   position = position) 

 

> ## Define output variable 

> De.data <- data.frame( 

+   De = NA, 

+   De.Error = NA) 

 

> ## Compute De values in a loop 

> for(i in 1:max(position)) { 

+   data.LxTx <- as.data.frame( 

+     cbind(SAR.results[[1]][[i]] 

+     [c(2, 12, 13, 6)])) 

+   curve <- plot_GrowthCurve( 

+     data.LxTx) 

 

> ## assign De value and De error 

>   De.data[i,] <- as.numeric( 

+     curve$De[1:2]) 

+ } 

 

Convert seconds to Gray 

   To convert the absorbed dose from seconds to the 

SI unit Gray the function Second2Gray() can be 

used. It includes error propagation, by default with 

the Gaussian approach. 
 

> De.data <- Second2Gray( 

+   values = De.data, 

+   dose_rate = c(0.0881, 0.0006), 

+   method = "gaussian") 

 

Display De-values 

   There are several methods to visualise De 

distributions. Perhaps the most common ones are 

histograms, probability density functions based on 

kernel density estimates (KDE) and the radial plot 

(Galbraith, 1988). The chapter above illustrated how 

to obtain numeric data for plot outputs. One 

mandatory preparation step is to remove missing 

values (NA) from the De and De.Error data. This 

is easily done with De.data <- 

De.data[complete.cases(De.data),]. 

   A histogram with standard error overlay, rugs and 

statistical summary (Fig. 2A) can be created with the 

function plot_Histogram(). 

 
> plot_Histogram( 

+   values = De.data, 

+   summary = c("n", "mean", 

+     "median", "kdemax", "sdrel", 

+     "sdabs", "serel", "seabs")) 

 

   Plotting a probability density plot (Fig. 2B) can be 

done with the function plot_KDE(). Further 

statistical summary data can be added. The following 

example shows most of these statistical parameters. It 

is left to the user to decide which parameters allow 

for a meaningful interpretation. 

 
> plot_KDE( 

+   values = De.data, 

+   distribution.parameters = 

+    c("mean", "median", "kdemax"), 

+   summary = c("n", "mean",  

+     "median", "kdemax", "sdrel", 

+     "sdabs", "serel", "seabs"), 

+   xlim = c(0, 450)) 

 

   A radial plot (Fig. 2C) is created with the function 

plot_RadialPlot(). This function also supports 

grouped data plots, if a list with group indices is 

provided. For example, to plot values < 130 Gy as 

one group and values >= 130 Gy as a second group, 

the following code is needed: 

 
> group.indices <- list( 

+   which(De.data[,1] < 130),  

+   which(De.data[,1] >= 130)) 

> plot_RadialPlot( 

+   sample = De.data, 

+   zscale.log = TRUE,  

+   sample.groups = group.indices) 
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Figure 2: Examples of plot outputs. A: histogram 

with rugs, standard errors and statistical measures, 

B: KDE-based probability density function with 

statistical measures, C: radial plot of grouped values. 

Save the data 

   R saves data in a binary format (*.Rdata) with 

the function save(). To save tabular data as ASCII-

files use the function write.table(). Re-reading 

data is performed by read() or read.table(). 

 
> ## save R-internal data 

> save(SAR.data, SAR.results, 

+   De.data, file =  "SAR.RData") 

 

> ## save De data as ASCII-file 

> write.table(x = De.data, file = 

+ "De_data.txt", row.names = FALSE) 

 

> ## re-read the ASCII-FILE 

> De.data <- read.table( 

+   "De_data.txt", header = TRUE) 

 

Export graphical output 

   Saving graphical output when working with 

RStudio is quite easy. There is an export-button in 

the plots-window that allows for choosing from 

different formats and resolutions. However, it is also 

possible to export a plot directly using R commands. 

R can plot graphics to at least the following devices: 

bmp(), jpeg(), png(), tiff(), pdf(), 

postscript(), win.metafile(). Depending 

on the device, there are additional arguments such as 

filename, width, height, pointsize, res. 

Unless one wants to create further file output, it is 

important to close the respective device after a plot 

has been created. This is done by the function 

dev.off(). The function graphics.off() 

closes all open devices. To save for example a radial 

plot as jpg-file of 2000 by 2000 pixels with a 

resolution of 300 dpi the following code is needed: 

 
> ## open the graphics device jpeg 

> jpeg( 

+   filename = "radial_plot.jpg",  

+   width = 2000,  

+   height = 2000,  

+   res = 300) 

 

> ## generate the plot output 

> plot_RadialPlot(De.data, 

+   zscale.log = TRUE,  

+   zlab = expression(paste(D[e], 

+     " [s]")), 

+   sample.groups = group.indices, 

+   sample.col = c("royalblue", 

+     "orange3"), 

+   sample.pch = c(3, 4), 

+   cex.global = 0.9) 

 

## close the graphics device 

> dev.off() 
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## load the library 

library("Luminescence") 

 

## set the working directory 

setwd("/analysis/project_0815") 

 

## definition of analysis parameters 

signal.integral <- 1:5 

background.integral <- 200:250 

position <- 1:20 

 

## import the BIN-file 

SAR.data <- readBIN2R("example.BIN") 

 

## analyse the dataset 

SAR.results <- Analyse_SAR.OSLdata( 

  input.data = SAR.data, 

  signal.integral = signal.integral, 

  background.integral = background.integral, 

  position = position) 

 

## extract LxTx data and create De-values 

De.data <- data.frame(De = NA, De.Error = NA) 

for(i in 1:max(position)) { 

  data.LxTx <- as.data.frame( 

  cbind(SAR.results[[1]][[i]][c(2, 12, 13, 6)])) 

  growth.curve <- plot_GrowthCurve(data.LxTx) 

 

  ## extract and show De-value and delta De 

  De.data[i,] <- as.numeric(growth.curve$De[1:2]) 

} 

 

## convert seconds to Gray 

De.data <- Second2Gray( 

  values = De.data, 

  dose_rate = c(0.08812, 0.00059), 

  method = "gaussian") 

 

## show the resulting matrix 

De.data 

 

 

Table 1: Comprehensive script for routine SAR-OSL analysis 

 

 

A comprehensive script for routine SAR-OSL 

analysis 
   The code in Table 1 is a condensed, modified 

version of the explanations from above. It may serve 

as a skeleton for readers own scripts. The user is 

strongly advised to thoroughly inspect all graphical 

and numerical output to check data consistency and 

measurement appropriateness. An electronic version 

of the entire R script, and the example data set used 

in the analyses shown here, are provided as 

supplements to this paper and can be found at 

http://www.aber.ac.uk/ancient-tl.  

Summary 
   A practical guide for the R package 

„Luminescence‟ has been provided showing the steps 

from importing a BIN-file to plotting a De 

distribution. Further reading, including extensive 

examples and detailed definitions can be found on 

http://www.r-luminescence.de. For further 

suggestions and questions the package developer 

team can be contacted via team@r-luminescence.de. 

 

 

 

http://www.aber.ac.uk/ancient-tl
http://www.r-luminescence.de/
mailto:team@r-luminescence.de
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Abstract 

   Equivalent doses derived from sediment 

measurements void of signal contamination are 

essential for accurate optically stimulated 

luminescence (OSL) dating of sediments. We 

identified dose-dependent luminescence signals 

originating from new and previously used stainless 

steel cups used for OSL measurements.  The signal is 

not eliminated under typical measurement conditions 

for sedimentary quartz including pre-heating, infrared 

stimulation, and OSL stimulation at 125°C.  While 

signals from sample carriers are typically small 

sources of error they may strongly contaminate 

sediment with low OSL sensitivities. We tested 

several cleaning methods on used and new stainless 

steel cups by measuring OSL signals after increasing 

irradiation doses between 0 and 100 Gy.  The lowest 

signal from sample carriers was observed from 

cleaning with HF, Alconox (a detergent for silicone 

oil removal), and methanol. The cleaning methods 

that produce the lowest signal from the cups were 

combined to create two modified cleaning procedures 

that are effective in reducing the unwanted 

luminescence signal. Our newly modified cleaning 

methods are capable of reducing the luminescence 

signal of empty stainless steel cups to near 

background levels.  

 

Introduction 

   Unwanted signal contributions can lead to the 

miscalculation of equivalent doses used for optically 

stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages. Recent studies 

have identified luminescence signals from sample 

carriers (Schmidt et al., 2011) and silicone oil 

(Vandenberghe et al., 2008) used for OSL 

measurements. Unlike sensitivity changes and 

background measurements, variable signal 

contamination produced by sample carriers is not 

accounted for in the single aliquot regenerative 

(SAR; Murray and Wintle, 2000) dose measurement 

procedure thus sample carriers pose as a source of 

error for sediment measurements.  

   Typical sample carriers used for OSL dating 

include stainless steel and aluminum discs and cups.  

Schmidt et al. (2011) observed significant dose-

dependent thermal luminescence (TL) signals from 

clean, empty stainless steel and aluminum discs with 

strong TL peaks at 110 °C in ultraviolet (UV; 340 

nm) and UV-blue (420 nm) detection windows. Two 

other peaks were observed between 150 and 300 °C 

in the UV range and a broad peak was observed 

between 150 and 300 °C in the UV-blue window 

with a high-temperature peak at 380 °C. 

Additionally, Vandenberghe (pers. comm.) identified 

ultra-fast decaying, thermally unstable, dose-

dependent signals from stainless steel discs with a 

strong TL peak at 110°C with a UV (340 nm) 

detection window. Luminescence signals from empty 

sample carriers most likely arise from chemical 

reactions between silicone oil and sample carriers 

upon heating and irradiation that result in 

luminophores derived from defects in silica-, 

aluminum-, and iron-oxides (Schmidt et al., 2011). 

Since sample carriers are generally recycled from 

measurement to measurement, the luminescent film 

may build up with increased usage due to its 

impervious nature to cleaning. 

   Typically small sources of error have a relatively 

large influence on sediments with low OSL 

sensitivities. The goal of this study is to explore 

sample carriers as a possible source of contamination 

and devise an effective cleaning procedure in order to 

minimize equivalent dose distribution scatter. After 

determining the magnitude of contaminant signals 

from sample carriers, we test empty stainless steel 

cups under measurement conditions typically used 

for sedimentary quartz. Multiple cleaning methods 

were conducted on stainless steel cups to eliminate 

contaminant signals. We established modified 

cleaning procedures for stainless steel cups based on 

mailto:lauren.m.simkins@gmail.com
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the cleaning methods that produced the lowest and 

least variable contaminant signals. We investigate the 

effectiveness of our newly modified cleaning 

techniques by measuring equivalent doses of two 

Antarctic cobble surfaces with low OSL sensitivities 

using sample carriers cleaned prior to and after the 

adoption of our modified cleaning procedures.  

 

Methods 

   Measurements for this study were conducted at the 

Radiation Dosimetry Laboratory at Oklahoma State 

University using a Risø TL/OSL-DA-15 Reader 

manufactured by Risø National Laboratory including 

a built-in 
90

Sr/
90

Y beta source with an internal dose 

rate of 100 mGy s
-1

, and measuring OSL with blue 

LEDs (470 nm, 31 mW cm
-2

), infrared stimulated 

luminescence (IRSL) with an IR LED array (~875 

nm, 110 mW cm
-2

), and detection in the UV band 

(Hoya U340, 7.5 mm, 340 nm peak; Bøtter-Jensen 

and Murray, 1999). A heating rate of 5°C s
-1

 in a N2-

atmosphere was used for measurement stimulation 

above room temperature. 

 

Luminescence signals from sample carriers 

Measurement sequence 

   We used stainless steel cups as sample carriers 

provided by Risø DTU with a diameter of 9.8 mm 

and thickness of 0.5 mm. Raw material for the cups is 

PK11NB stainless steel (Mat.No. 1.4550, DIN 

X6CrNiNb18-10, AISI 347) from Metal Ravne 

(www.metalravne.com; H. Christiansen, pers. 

comm.). The cups have been recycled for several 

years and cleaned between measurements with our 

standard cleaning method (termed “Ethanol” in 

Appendix I in the supplementary information) 

comprised of two 30-minute ultrasonic baths with de-

ionized (DI) water and dish soap followed by 

individual cleaning with ethanol. We visually inspect 

each cup to insure all grains were removed during 

cleaning. All measurements on empty cups conducted 

in this study were not sprayed with silicone oil.   

   Nine cups were initially tested to determine 

whether empty stainless steel cups have contaminant 

signals by measuring OSL at room temperature and 

125°C for 100 s. Each data channel during OSL 

measurement represents the signal emitted in 0.4 s. 

Further measurements were conducted on the same 

cups to observe the characteristics of contaminant 

signals under measurement conditions used for 

sedimentary quartz. After irradiation of 100 Gy, 

signals from empty cups were measured using OSL 

at room temperature and 125°C for 40 s.  We 

recorded TL curves for the cups during pre-heating to 

200°C followed by measurement of OSL (125°C, 40 

s). IR stimulation is commonly used in SAR 

measurement sequences to bleach contaminant 

feldspars (Wallinga, 2002; Duller, 2003; Wintle and 

Murray, 2006) thus we test: (1) whether the cups 

have signal when exposed to IR stimulation (60°C, 

100 s); and (2) how the signal changes when IR 

stimulation (60°C, 100 s) is used prior to OSL 

measurement (125°C, 40s).   

   Measurements on the same nine cups were 

conducted with quartz (90-212 μm) extracted from an 

Antarctic beach cobble surface (sample CB10-059; 

Simkins et al., in review). Quartz grains (n=100-200) 

were adhered to the cups using silicone oil and the 

entire cup area was covered with a monolayer of 

quartz. To test whether contaminant OSL signals 

arise during sediment measurements, we irradiated 

empty cups with 100 Gy then covered the cups with 

bleached quartz. We bleached the quartz by pre-

heating at 200°C for 60 s followed by IR stimulation 

at 60°C for 100 s and measurement of OSL at 125°C 

for 200 s. OSL signals of the irradiated cups with 

bleached sediment cover were measured at 125°C for 

40 s following pre-heating (200°C, 10 s) and IR 

(60°C, 100 s) stimulation. Lastly, the cups and quartz 

were irradiated simultaneously with 100 Gy and OSL 

signals were measured following the same sequence 

as with bleached quartz. 

 

Results 

   Stainless steel cups do not produce OSL signals in 

the absence of prior irradiation when measured at 

125°C or room temperature (not shown) following 

cleaning with the standard cleaning method 

(Appendix I). After irradiation of 100 Gy, the decay 

curves have fast components with background signals 

established by the first second of stimulation at both 

room temperature and 125°C (Fig. 1a).  Measurement 

of OSL at room temperature produces higher signals 

than when measured at 125°C.  TL curves recorded 

during pre-heating (up to 200°C) show a prominent 

peak centered at 100°C (Fig. 1b).  OSL signals from 

empty cups are reduced to below 500 counts for all 

nine cups when pre-heating (200°C for 10 s) is used 

(Fig. 1c). Empty cups show no signals above 

background when stimulated with IR with the 

exception of two of the nine cups with signals 20-30 

counts above background (Fig. 1d). OSL signals 

increase following IR stimulation (Figure 1c versus 

1e). Contaminant signals from empty cups are not 

eliminated when pre-heated (200°C, 10 s) and 

stimulated by IR (60°C, 100 s) prior to OSL 

measurement (Fig. 1e).  

   A TL curve recorded during pre-heating is shown 

for irradiated cups with bleached quartz covering the 

surface of the cups (Fig. 1f) as well as for irradiated 

cups with irradiated quartz (Fig. 1g). The OSL curves 

for  irradiated   cups  with  bleached  quartz  (Fig. 1h) 
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Figure 1: Measurement of OSL signals from one representative empty cup out of the nine measured cups at (a) 

room temperature for 40 s (red dashed line) and 125°C for 40 s (blue line) following irradiation (irr.) of 100 Gy.  

(b) TL curve recorded during pre-heating (PH) to 200°C following irradiation of 100 Gy.  (c) OSL curve measured 

at 125°C for 40 s following irradiation (100 Gy) and pre-heating (200°C, 10 s).  (d) IRSL (60°C, 100 s) after 

irradiation (100 Gy) and pre-heating (200°C, 10 s). (e) OSL (125°C, 40 s) following irradiation (100 Gy) and pre-

heat (200°C, 10 s) and IRSL (60°C, 100 s). Inset shows decay during the first 4 s of stimulation with the same y-axis 

as the full OSL decay curve.  (f) TL curve from pre-heat (PH) (up to 200°C) using irradiated cups (100 Gy) with 

bleached quartz covering the cup surface. (g) TL curve recorded during pre-heat to 200°C following cup and quartz 

irradiation of 100 Gy.  (h) Resulting OSL curves normalized for the signal in the first channel for bleached (red 

dashed line) and irradiated (blue line) quartz following irradiation (100 Gy), pre-heat (200°C, 10 s), and IRSL 

(60°C, 100 s) with an inset of the raw decay curves with the same y-axis as the normalized decay curves.  
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Figure 2: (a) Decay curves for one empty stainless 

steel cup during the first four seconds of OSL (125°C, 

40 s) for nine measurement cycles including 

irradiation (30 Gy), pre-heat (200°C, 10 s), and IRSL 

(60°C, 100 s) prior to OSL stimulation. (b) Deviation 

in percent from average signal in first channel for the 

nine measurement cycles.  The line at 0 along the y-

axis represents the average signal.  

 

 

 

shows fast decay as observed for all empty cup 

measurements.  OSL decay curves resulting from 

irradiated cups with irradiated quartz (Fig. 1h) show a 

slower component not observed from empty cups or 

cups covered with bleached quartz.  

    

Sample carrier sensitivity test 

Measurement sequence 

   Additional measurements on one empty cup were 

conducted to assess whether empty cups experience 

sensitivity changes during measurement sequences. 

We used nine repeated cycles of irradiation of 30 Gy 

followed by pre-heat (200°C, 10 s), IR stimulation 

(60°C, 100 s), and OSL measurement (125°C, 40 s).  

 

Results 

   OSL signals measured for the repeated cycles show 

less than 2 % deviation from the average OSL signal 

from the first channel of the nine cycles (Fig. 2). We 

suggest signals from stainless steel cups do not 

change sensitivity with repeated measurement cycles.  

 

Cleaning procedures 

Measurement sequence 

   Several cleaning techniques were applied to empty 

cups in addition to the standard cleaning method 

(Appendix I). Following two ultrasonic baths with 

dish soap and DI water, cleaning was performed with 

acetone, methanol, sand paper, and hydrofluoric acid 

(HF). In addition, Alconox (Powdered Precision 

Cleaner, www.alconox.com), a detergent for 

ultrasonic removal of silicone oils, and Rust Stain 

Remover (manufactured by Whink), containing 

approximately 3% HF, were tested as substitutes for 

dish soap in the ultrasonic baths.  For the use of 

Alconox, we used an approximate mixing ratio of 10 

g of Alconox per 1 liter of DI water. The ultrasonic 

baths with Rust Stain Remover contained 1 part Rust 

Stain Remover to 3 parts DI water.  Each cleaning 

method was conducted on five randomly selected 

empty cups that have been previously used for 

sediment measurements. New (i.e. unused) cups were 

also tested for luminescence signals including five 

new cups with no cleaning treatment and five new 

cups cleaned with Alconox.   

   The higher the signal the better the resolution at 

which we can test the cleaning methods. For this 

reason, measurements of individual cleaning 

techniques and modified cleaning procedures were 

conducted with OSL stimulation at room temperature 

(see Fig. 1a). In order to determine the dose-

dependency of the cups using various cleaning 

procedures, OSL signals were measured for 100 s at 

room temperature after irradiation of 0, 1, 10, 50, and 

100 Gy. The reported signals are the sum of the first 

two seconds of stimulation. The slow component was 

removed by subtraction of the background signal (last 

10 s). The cleaning methods that produced the 

lowest, least variable signals from the cups were 

combined to create modified cleaning procedures. 

Modified cleaning procedures were applied to the 

cups and tested by measuring OSL signals at room 

temperature for 100 s after irradiation of 100 Gy. 

 

Results 

   Irrespective of the cleaning method, OSL signals 

were not observed for stainless steel cups that were 

not irradiated prior to OSL stimulation (not shown).  

Results from irradiated cups cleaned with various 

treatments are summarized in Fig. 3. Dose response 

curves  (Appendix II)   for  cups  cleaned   with  each 
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Figure 3: OSL signals (measured at room temperature for 100 s) from five empty stainless steel cups cleaned with 

the cleaning methods (see Appendix I for details).  The cleaning methods are listed along the x-axis. The signals 

include the integral from the first two channels. The error bars represent the range of signals from the five empty 

cups cleaned with the same method and irradiated with the same dose while the points represent the averages.  OSL 

measurements were conducted after irradiation doses of 1, 10, 50, and 100 Gy. 1 Gy – blue circles; 10 Gy – red 

hexagons; 50 Gy – green squares; 100 Gy – magenta triangles. 

 

 individual cleaning technique show, with a few 

exceptions, a linear trend in signal growth with 

increased irradiation dose.  Even after 1 Gy, empty 

cups cleaned with ethanol, acetone, and sand paper 

produced luminescence signals above background (> 

100 counts). After irradiation of 100 Gy, cups have 

OSL signals up to 53000 counts. Cleaning with 

ethanol (standard cleaning method), acetone, and 

sand paper produced the highest, most variable 

signals suggesting these methods are least effective in 

removing the luminescence signal of the cups. The 

use of methanol, HF (48%), Alconox, and Rust Stain 

Remover (3 % HF) produced the lowest and least 

variable OSL signals.   

   A combination of the most effective methods was 

adopted to create two modified cleaning procedures 

for stainless steel cups (Table 1). Method (1) consists 

of ultrasonic baths with Alconox, etching with 48% 

HF for 5 minutes, and individual scrubbing with 

methanol.  Method (2) is similar to method (1) with 

the exception of using Rust Stain Remover instead of 

48% HF.  A total of 240 and 130 cups were cleaned 

with cleaning methods (1) and (2), respectively.  The 

cleaning methods were tested on cups using 

irradiation of 100 Gy followed by OSL at 125°C for 

100 s.  The majority of cups (61%) cleaned with 

method (1) have OSL signals between 100-500 

counts with only 2 % of the cups with signals < 100 

counts.  The majority of cups (89%) cleaned using 

method (2) have signals less than < 500 counts with a 

larger percentage (41%) of cups with signals below 

100 counts.  

 

Impact of contamination on equivalent doses  

Measurement sequence 

   OSL measurements from two quartz isolates (90-

212 μm; 100-200 grains) extracted from buried 

Antarctic cobble surfaces were measured using 

stainless steel cups cleaned with our standard 

cleaning method (Appendix I). See Simms et al. 

(2011) for details on sediment sample preparation. 

Equivalent doses were determined following the SAR 

measurement protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000) 

using the same laboratory facilities and stimulation 

and detection windows mentioned in the methods 

section. We used a pre-heat of 200°C for 10 s, a cut-

heat of 180°C for 10 s, IR stimulation at 60°C for ≤ 

100 s, and OSL was measured at 125°C for 100 s. 

Each SAR cycle was followed by measurement of 

OSL at high-temperature (240°C, 10 s; Murray and 

Wintle, 2003).  The first two channels of the OSL 

signal curve were used as the signal for equivalent 

dose calculations. The slow component of the OSL 

curve was removed by subtraction of the background  

signal (last 10 s). We consider passing aliquots to 

have recycling ratios < 20 %, recuperation tests with
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Figure 4: (a) Radial plots showing equivalent doses distributions from two quartz samples (CB10-039 and -057) 

from Antarctica cobble surfaces derived from measurements made using stainless steel cups cleaned with the 

standard cleaning method.  (b) Re-measured equivalent doses distributions from the same samples using neutral-

signal cups cleaned with modified cleaning method (2). (c) OSL decay curves normalized for the signal in the first 

channel for samples CB10-039 and CB10-057 after irradiation of 30 and 50 Gy, respectively, using cups with 

contaminant signals (blue line) and neutral signals (red dashed line). The inset shows the raw OSL decay curves 

with the same x-axes as the normalized decay curves. 
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Cleaning method (1) - Alconox, HF, and methanol 

 

Step 1:  Rinse with DI water 

Step 2:  30-min. ultrasonic bath (Alconox at 70°C) 

Step 3:  Rinse with DI water  

Step 4:  Etch with 48% HF for 5 minutes  

Step 5:  Rinse with DI water  

Step 6:  30-min. ultrasonic bath (Alconox at 70°C) 

Step 7:  Rinse with DI water 

Step 8:  

 

Scrub each cup with methanol using a cotton 

swab 

  Cleaning method (2) - Alconox, Rust Stain Remover, 

and methanol  

    Step 1:  Rinse with DI water 

Step 2:  1-hr  ultrasonic bath (Alconox at room temp)  

Step 3:  Rinse with DI water  

Step 4: 

  

1-hr ultrasonic bath (Rust Stain Remover at 

room temp)  

Step 5:  Rinse with DI water  

Step 6:  1-hr  ultrasonic bath (Alconox at room temp) 

Step 7:  Rinse with DI water 

Step 8: 

  

Scrub each cup with methanol using a cotton 

swab 

 

Table 1: Modified sample carrier cleaning methods 

 

values < 10 %, and dose recovery ratios < 25 %. The 

dose recovery test differs from the dose recovery test 

suggested by Wintle and Murray (2006) which refers 

to the recovery of a dose that was administered to 

unheated bleached aliquots by giving a dose between 

regenerative cycles 2 and 3 using thermal treatments 

as for the regenerative cycles. Statistical modeling 

following the common age model (Galbraith et al., 

1999) yielding a weighted log paleodose was used to 

determine the most representative equivalent dose 

from dose distributions.  We tested the effectiveness 

of our modified cleaning methods by re-measuring 

equivalent doses of the same sediment samples using 

cups without contaminant signals.  The measurement 

sequence for re-measured samples was identical to 

the sequence used for equivalent doses from 

measurements using contaminant-signal cups.   

 

Results 

   We observe large intra-sample scatter as evidenced 

in radial plots of equivalent dose distributions derived 

from quartz extracted from buried Antarctic cobble 

surfaces using cups cleaned with the standard 

cleaning method (Fig. 4a).  The scatter is quantified 

by dividing the standard deviation of all passing   

aliquots by the simple average of equivalent doses 

and is shown as “Scatter” in the top left of the radial 

plots.    Dose   distributions  of  re-measured  samples  

 Sample “Dirty" cups  “Clean" cups  

 
De (Gy)  De (Gy)  

CB10-039 2.46 ± 0.03 24 ± 1 

CB10-057 13.7 ± 0.5 24.5 ± 0.5 

 

Table 2: Equivalent doses (De) of Antarctic cobble 

surfaces  

 

 

using cups cleaned with modified cleaning method 

(2) with Rust Stain Remover show the majority of 

aliquots plotting within two standard deviations of 

the equivalent dose estimate from the age model (Fig. 

4b). The re-measured equivalent doses show less 

scatter than equivalent doses derived from 

measurements with cups with contaminant signals.  

Equivalent doses for the two samples after the 

adoption of our modified cleaning procedure are 

higher than for measurements using cups with 

contaminant signals (Table 2). OSL signals measured 

after irradiation of 30 and 50 Gy for CB10-039 and 

CB10-057, respectively, show faster decay curves 

when quartz is measured on cups with contaminant 

signals (Fig. 4c).   

   

Discussion 

Luminescence signals from sample carriers 

   We observe that both new and previously used 

empty stainless steel cups produce dose-dependent 

signals when measured at 125°C as well as at room 

temperature.  Fig. 1 summarizes the characteristics of 

contaminant signals from stainless steel cups. 

Contaminant signals from empty cups are not 

eliminated by the thermal pre-treatment (pre-heat for 

10s at 200°C) or the prior exposure to IR stimulation 

(60°C, 100 s). Covering the surface of the cups with 

bleached quartz does not mask the contaminant 

signals. On the contrary, despite ensuring the quartz 

used was bleached, OSL signals increase with cups 

covered with bleached quartz using the same 

sequence with pre-heat and IR stimulation (Fig. 1e 

and 1h). Sensitivity changes could potentially explain 

the higher signals; however, considering sensitivity 

changes are not observed for empty cups (Fig. 2), the 

higher signals cannot be attributed to sensitivity 

changes during measurement sequences. The fast 

nature observed from empty cups and cups covered 

with bleached quartz is not observed under typical 

sediment measurement conditions with irradiated 

quartz most likely due to the combination of slower 

OSL decay from the quartz with fast decay from the 

cups themselves (Fig. 1h). We show that contaminant 

signals from stainless steel cups used as sample 

carriers are: (1) impervious to our standard cleaning 
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methods, (2) not eliminated using typical 

measurement conditions for sedimentary quartz (e.g. 

thermal preheating, IR stimulation and elevated 

temperature OSL measurement; and (3) not masked 

by sediment covering the cups.  These findings are in 

support of the work of Schmidt et al. (2011) who 

suggest the presence of contaminant signals from 

sample carriers.  

 

Cleaning methods 

   Previously used and new cups have contaminant 

signals when cleaned with multiple techniques; 

however, signals were not observed without prior 

irradiation. The signals observed following various 

cleaning methods (Fig. 3) suggests the contaminant 

signal from stainless steel cups is variable and dose 

dependent. Considering sensitivity changes were not 

observed for empty cups, we attribute the growth in 

signal magnitude with increasing irradiation dose to 

the dose-dependency of the contaminant signals.          

   Signals produced by new stainless steel cups most 

likely result from silicone oil used in manufacturing 

of the cups. Luminescence signals from previously 

used cups most likely arise from reactions that take 

place upon heating and irradiation of previously used 

cups resulting in luminophores derived from defects 

in silica-, aluminum-, and iron-oxides (Schmidt et al., 

2011). We find that our standard cleaning method 

does not sufficiently remove OSL signals from new 

and previously used cups.  However, we identify the 

most effective cleaning methods for stainless steel 

cups including methanol, Alconox, HF (48 %), and 

Rust Stain Remover (3 % HF).  

   Modified cleaning procedures (Table 1) minimize 

luminescence signals produced by stainless steel 

cups.  Both cleaning procedures use HF in different 

concentrations. HF is well known for its ability to 

dissolve iron- and silica- oxides and is commonly 

used to remove impurities from stainless steel. Of the 

two cleaning methods, method (2) is more effective 

at reducing the signal to less than 100 counts or 

otherwise close to background signals (Fig. 3). 

Additionally, although HF is present in Rust Stain 

Remover, cleaning method (2) eliminates the use of 

strong concentrations of HF.  

   We advise that following the first use of either 

modified cleaning procedure, cups should be tested 

for luminescence signals following irradiation of 100 

Gy.  Cups that produce signals above 100 counts 

should be discarded or re-cleaned and re-tested prior 

to use for equivalent dose measurement of dim 

quartz. However, for brighter quartz, contaminant 

signals from stainless steel cups > 100 counts may be 

acceptable. After cups are initially cleaned and used 

in sample measurements, we conduct routine tests on 

the cups after each cleaning treatment by selecting 

five clean cups at random to verify that the cups have 

signals less than 100 counts. 

 

Impact of contamination on equivalent doses  

   Luminescence signals from stainless steel cups 

contaminate OSL measurements of sedimentary 

quartz (Figs. 1 & 4). Considering signals from cups 

are dose-dependent, natural OSL signals from 

sediment for dating purposes are not contaminated by 

sample carriers; however, the dose response curve 

results from a combination of signals from sediments 

and stainless steel cups.  The resulting higher 

equivalent doses of sediment samples (Table 2) using 

cups with no signal suggest that the dose-dependent 

luminescence signals from stainless steel cups 

previously dominated the dose response curve 

without contributing to the natural signal from dated 

samples. When using cups with contaminant signals, 

we suggest sediment natural signals appear relatively 

small compared to regenerated dose responses thus 

equivalent dose estimates underestimate true OSL 

ages. Our modified cleaning methods allow for more 

robust sample measurements and equivalent dose 

estimates for Antarctic cobble surfaces with low OSL 

sensitivities. 

 

Conclusions 

   We report variable, dose-dependent luminescence 

signals from new and previously used empty stainless 

steel cups used as sample carriers for OSL 

measurements.  Contaminant signals are reduced but 

not eliminated using pre-heat (200°C, 10 s) and IR 

(60°C, 100 s) stimulation.  Signals generated by the 

cups are not masked by sediment cover. The 

remaining contaminate signal from stainless steel 

cups introduce a source of error for OSL 

measurements of sedimentary quartz.  Our standard 

cleaning method is not effective in removing the 

luminescence signal from stainless steel cups.  Two 

modified cleaning methods combine the use of 

Alconox, HF (48% and 3%), and methanol in order to 

reduce unwanted signals from new and used stainless 

steel cups. After cleaning cups using our modified 

cleaning methods, much of the dose distribution 

scatter initially observed for Antarctic cobble 

surfaces is resolved. The application of these 

cleaning methods to stainless steel cups used as 

sample carriers reduces signal contamination of low 

OSL sensitivity quartz where typically small sources 

of error can produce relatively large measurement 

uncertainty.  Our modified cleaning methods may 

potentially be useful for other applications of 

luminescence methods to produce more robust 

measurements void of unwanted contamination from 

sample carriers. 
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Editor’s comment 

This is the latest in a series of papers in Ancient TL 

dealing with unwanted signals during luminescence 

measurements, and they highlight the need for care. 

The practise of checking sample holders prior to 

measurement is a good one. Although the formation 

of phosphors by chemical reactions with the substrate 

of the sample carrier is a concern, in my experience 

the most common problem that colleagues find is that 

they have not completely removed all the quartz 

and/or feldspar from their carriers, and that it is this 

which may provide a problem. 
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   Thermoluminescence (TL) dating of heated silex 

artefacts represents an important chronometric tool 

for Middle to Upper Paleolithic archeological 

contexts. Since the firing of these lithics can 

legitimately be attributed to human agency, this 

method provides direct age estimates of the 

occupation of a site. However, in relation to other 

dating methods, the precision of TL dates is 

comparatively low, and the often observed 

“overdispersion” in ages of obviously 

syndepositional finds indicates additional sources of 

scatter mainly disregarded so far. This thesis 

examines potential sources of both imprecision and 

inaccuracy of age estimates as well as the capability 

of alternative approaches to overcome or reduce these 

shortcomings of the TL method applied to heated 

silex.  

   Besides assessing the influence of spurious 

luminescence signal contributions from sample 

carriers on determined dose, focus is set on 

investigating strength and uniformity of the internal 

dose rate of silex samples and resulting effects on the 

age. Being constant over burial time, self-dosing may 

either decrease the influence of elusive and variable 

external radiation – in case of homogeneous 

radioelement distribution within the sample – or 

introduce systematic errors and enhanced data scatter, 

if radiation is concentrated in “hot spots”. With α- 

and β-autoradiography and laser ablation inductively 

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches served to 

draw a detailed picture on presence and spatial 

distribution of hot spots and associated impurities in 

thick sections of over 20 silex specimens. While the 

low β-activity of most samples is rarely visible on 

respective autoradiographs, recorded α-tracks 

revealed zones and spots with strongly increased Th 

and U concentrations. Comparison of 

autoradiographs with sample surfaces shows a clear 

relationship between track density and impurities or 

filled cracks. These findings are confirmed by LA-

ICP-MS: In contrast to the low radioactivity of pure 

silex, most kinds of impurities are related to strongly 

increased radiation. If this is not accounted for, 

micro-dosimetric effects may lead to random and 

systematic errors in age determination.  

   Additionally, the performance of TL single-aliquot 

regenerative-dose (SAR) protocols for dating small-

sized samples and as a diagnostic tool for non-

uniform dose distribution in the samples was tested. 

For both the blue (~475 nm) and red (~630 nm) TL 

emission it was found that the degree of adequate 

sensitivity-correction by test dose monitoring 

strongly depends on the properties of individual 

samples. However, laboratory doses could be well 

reproduced for most specimens. By comparing De 

distributions from natural dose measurements and 

dose recovery tests and regarding the value range of 

sensitivity corrected natural signals (Ln/Tn), 

assessment of sample homogeneity and SAR dose 

response behavior is enabled, respectively.  

   Unlike for commonly used TL, few is known about 

optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) of silex. 

However, access to specific, optically sensitive trap 

populations (e.g. slow-components) and more gentle 

heat treatment in the course of SAR sequences may 

yield the benefits of increased saturation dose levels 

(and hence upper dating limits) and reduced 

systematic errors, respectively. Therefore, 

fundamental properties such as signal composition 

and thermal long-term stability of silex OSL were 

studied and its applicability to heated samples 

evaluated. First-order fitting of linearly modulated 

(LM-) OSL curves showed best results for five 

components in most cases. Pulse annealing 

experiments and the varying heating rate method, 

however, attested only the best bleachable component 

sufficient thermal stability. Successful dose recovery 

tests and OSL ages in agreement to TL ages of the 

same samples validate the general applicability of 

this OSL component for dating. However, since not 

all silex varieties show an optical signal at all, this 

approach may be regarded as complementary to TL 

and reassuring for important samples.  

   In the applied part of this thesis, several sets of 

heated artefacts from Middle and Upper Paleolithic 
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sites in Portugal, Spain, Romania and Egypt were TL 

and OSL dated. Gravettian samples from Vale Boi 

(Portugal) were submitted for dating after termination 

of the excavation, so that environmental radiation 

could not be determined accurately. This is very 

likely the reason for the significant deviation between 

radiocarbon dates of the same layer and TL ages, 

because SAR and multiple-aliquot additive-dose 

(MAAD) ages of the same sample agree and other 

influencing variables such as the α-efficiency or the 

moisture content have too little impact on the 

calculated age as to explain the observed 

discrepancies. The SAR approach allowed dating the 

relatively small silex samples from the cave site Las 

Palomas (Spain). Here, successful dose recovery tests 

indicated the suitability of the measurement 

procedure, and in-situ measurements of γ-radiation 

provided more accurate dose rate information. As a 

result, TL ages between ~51 and ~84 ka allow a first 

chronometric assessment of the formerly undated 

archeological remains. Artefacts from the 

Aurignacian site Româneşti-Dumbrăviţa I (Romania) 

proved to be more problematic, as part of them had to 

be discarded due to poor dose reproducibility. SAR 

measurements, dose recovery tests and their detailed 

analyses suggested internal non-uniformities of most 

samples, so that only rigorous data filtering allowed 

extraction of reliable age estimates. Due to the 

luminescence behavior of dated samples, the 

occupation of the site could, however, not be 

narrowed down to a range smaller than ~39-45 ka, 

giving a weighted average age of 40.6 ± 1.5 ka for 

the Aurignacian find layer. Furthermore, two TL 

emissions (blue and red) and two protocols (SAR and 

MAAD) were applied to heated silex from Sodmein 

Cave (Egypt). Dose recovery tests showed 

uncorrectable sensitivity changes of the TL signal, 

rendering the TL SAR sequence inaccurate for these 

samples. Consequently, age estimates are based on 

TL MAAD and OSL SAR data; for the smallest 

sample only a TL SAR maximum age can be given. 

Coming from different depths of a huge hearth, TL 

ages of dated samples indicate a large time span to be 

condensed in the archeological deposits, probably 

reaching from MIS 5e to MIS 5a. 

 

A PDF of this thesis can be downloaded from 

http://kups.ub.uni-koeln.de/5109/ 
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Conference Announcements  
 

 

 
 
 

14th International Conference on 

Luminescence and Electron Spin 

Resonance Dating (LED 2014) 
 

7
th

-11
th

 July 2014 
 
   The Lux laboratory team, at the Université du 

Québec à Montréal, is inviting you to participate in 

the 14
th

 International Conference on Luminescence 

and Electron Spin Resonance Dating (LED 2014). 

 

   The conference will take place at the New 

Residence Hall (http://www.mcgill.ca/nrh) in 

Montreal, Canada, between July 7
th

 and 11
th

 2014. An 

icebreaker reception will be held in the lounge of the 

NRH, on July 6
th

. 

 

   The conference will be followed by an optional 2-

day (12
th

 to 13
th
 July 2014) geological and 

archaeological field trip that will bring the 

participants along the St. Lawrence River Valley, 

looping through Québec City and the agricultural 

countryside of Southern Québec.  

 

   The conference hopes to attract a large array of 

fundamental as well as applied research 

presentations. The technical sessions should be of 

interest to researchers improving dating 

methodologies as well as to those using trapped 

charge dating techniques to solve geochronological 

problems. The topics include heated and unheated 

Quaternary geological, geomorphological and 

archaeological materials, luminescence basic physical 

phenomena dosimetry and advances in 

instrumentation. 

 

 

 

 

Workshop 

   The meeting being held in Montréal, a special 

feldspar workshop might be organized, covering the 

mineralogy, crystallography, geological contexts and 

what we know of their solid state physics. 

    

   We would like to know if you would be interested 

in attending a workshop. If so, please let us know: 

a) which themes would appeal to you 

b) if you would prefer to have it on Sunday the 6
th

, 

before the icebreaker or early in the mornings during 

the conference.  

 

   Other suggestions are welcome.  

 

General information 

   The web page of the conference will be online 

soon, and you can reach us by email at 

LED2014@uqam.ca. The online registration opens 

in late autumn 2013. The second circular will be sent 

in September 2013 only to those who will express 

their desire to receive it. 

 

   The organisers have guaranteed a large number of 

places for LED participant at the New Residence Hall 

hotel, at a cost of 114 $CAD/night ATI. 

 

The location 

   Montréal is internationally renowned for its 

cosmopolitan urban adventure, its world cuisine, its 

artistic and fun night life. Montréal is the host to 

many events and festivals, held throughout the year. 

In particular, we synchronized the start of LED 2014 

with the end of the 35
th

 edition of the International 

Jazz Festival (http://www.montrealjazzfest.com/ 

default-en.aspx), which will be held between June 

27
th

 and July 6
th

. 

 

   Montréal will surely meet every expectation with 

its numerous museums, churches, historic sites, 

science centers, urban parks, and multicultural 

quarters. 

 

 

On behalf of the organising Committee of LED 

2014 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mcgill.ca/nrh
mailto:LED2014@uqam.ca
http://www.montrealjazzfest.com/%20default-en.aspx
http://www.montrealjazzfest.com/%20default-en.aspx
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Conference Announcements 
 

 
German Luminescence and ESR 

meeting 
 

Technical University of Freiberg 

& Freiberg Instruments 
 

 25-27th October 2013 
 
   The annual German Luminescence and ESR 

meeting will be held in Freiberg 25-27
th

 October 

2013 and is jointly organized by the Technical 

University of Freiberg and Freiberg Instruments. 

Although aimed primarily at the German speaking 

luminescence community many presentations are 

given in English and it is open to participants from all 

over the world. 

 

   The meeting is intended to provide a forum for 

research in trapped charge dating and related topics, 

with presentations covering basic physics, 

methodological issues and the application of relevant 

techniques. Especially students are encouraged to 

present their (preliminary) work as oral or poster 

presentations. 

 

   Following the long standing tradition of the 

German meeting, we will have three half days for 

presentations, suspended for an afternoon of hiking. 

One session of this meeting will be held in memory 

of Matthias Krbetschek, and we would especially 

welcome contributions focusing on his research 

topics. 

 

   Details can be found in the 2nd circular under 

NEWS at http://www.lexsyg.com/ 

 

   Registration for participation and scientific 

contributions (oral or poster) as well as queries are 

welcome to gLED@freiberginstruments.com until 

September 15th. 

 

 

 

http://www.lexsyg.com/
mailto:gLED@freiberginstruments.com


Submission of articles to 

Ancient TL 

 
Reviewing System 
In order to ensure acceptable standards and minimize delay in 

publication, a modification of the conventional refereeing 

system has been devised for Ancient TL: 

 

Articles can be sent directly by authors to a member of the 

Reviewers Panel chosen on the basis of the subject matter, but 

who is not in any of the authors’ laboratories. At the 

discretion of the Editor, reviewers who are not listed in the 

Panel may be used. 

 

The reviewing system aims to encourage direct dialogue 

between author and reviewer. The Editor should be kept 

advised of the progress of articles under review by sending him 

copies of all correspondence. He is available for advice where 

reviewing difficulties have arisen. Authors whose mother 

tongue is not English are required to have their manuscript 

revised for English before submitting it. 

 

We ask reviewers to specify (where required) the minimum of 

revision that is consistent with achieving a clear explanation of 

the subject of the paper, the emphasis being on rapid 

publication; reviewers are encouraged to make a brief written 

comment for publication at the end of the paper. Where a 

contribution is judged not to meet an adequate standard without 

substantial modification, the author will be advised that the 

contribution is not suitable for publication. Articles that are not 

considered to be of sufficient interest may also be rejected. 

 

Procedures 
1. Articles should be submitted to an appropriate member of 

the Reviewing Panel or Editorial Board, chosen on the basis 

of the subject matter, but who is not in any of the authors’ 

laboratories. 

2. Articles should not normally exceed the equivalent of 5000 

words inclusive of diagrams, tables and references. Greater 

space will be appropriate for certain topics; for these the 

Editor should first be consulted.  

Short notes and letters are also invited. These should not 

exceed two printed pages in Ancient TL, including diagrams, 

tables and references (equivalent to ~1400 words of text). 

3. Diagrams and labels should be ready for direct reproduction 

and not normally exceed 12 cm wide by 10 cm high. Where 

possible, high quality electronic versions of figures should 

be submitted. Separate figure captions should be supplied. 

Inappropriately scaled drawings and labels will be returned 

for alteration. 

4. Authors are asked to submit the paper, including diagrams, 

to the Reviewer and a duplicate copy to the Editor. 

    The final version of the text must be submitted to the Editor 

electronically using a standard format (Microsoft Word for 

PC is currently used for producing Ancient TL). Electronic 

copies of Diagrams and Tables should also be submitted. 

5. Upon receipt of an article, the Editor will send an 

acknowledgement to the author. If the Reviewer is unable to 

deal with the contribution within 4 weeks he/she will inform 

the author and advise the Editor. 
 

 

 

 

 

Requirements under various situations 
When agreement concerning an article has been reached: 

The Editor should receive a copy of the final version of the 

paper, both as hard copy and electronically. The Reviewer 

should send their final decision, including comments for 

publication if any, to the Editor. 

 

If the article has not been rejected, but agreement on its final 

form cannot be reached or where there are protracted delays 

in the reviewing process: 

The Editor may request an assessment from the Reviewer and 

responsibility passes to the Editor. 

 

If the article is rejected: 

The Editor and author receive notification from the Reviewer, 

with an indication of the reason for rejection. 

 

Thesis abstracts are to be sent to the Editor and in principle do 

not need reviewing. However, authors are requested to make 

sure that the English is correct before submission. Thesis 

abstracts should not exceed 750 words, and figures and tables 

are not accepted. 

 

Advertising. Formal information on equipment can be 

published in Ancient TL. It should not exceed one printed 

page. Current charges are displayed on the website 

(http://www.aber.ac.uk/ancient-tl) 

 

Subscriptions to Ancient TL 

 
Ancient TL is published 2 times a year and is sent 

Airmail to subscribers outside the United Kingdom. 

While every attempt will be made to keep to publication 

schedule, the Editorial Board may need to alter the 

number and frequency of issues, depending on the 

number of available articles which have been accepted 

by reviewers. 

 

The subscription rate for 2013 is £15 for individual 

subscribers and £25 for Institutional subscription, plus 

any taxes where required. Payment must be in pounds 

sterling. Enquiries and orders must be sent to the Editor. 

Payment may be by cheques, made payable to 

‘Aberystwyth University’, by credit/debit cards or by 

bank transfers. Further information on subscriptions is 

available on the Ancient TL web site 

(http://www.aber.ac.uk/ancient-tl) 

 

http://www.aber.ac.uk/ancient-tl



